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                        You can use contracts for difference
                            (CFDs) to trade thousands of financial instruments including forex, global stocks,
                            indices, commodities, cryptocurrencies and more. Over the years, CFD trading has
                            gained popularity as a less capital-intensive way to trade and some of the benefits to
                            trading
                            CFDs include the ability to potentially make money in both rising and falling markets.
                        

                    

                    
                        As CFD trading continues to grow, tales of making large sums have increasingly been bandied
                            about. However, like forex trading, the reality is that success is not guaranteed. Becoming
                            a
                            successful trader takes a lot of hard work and a sound approach to the CFD market. To
                            increase
                            your chances of making money in this market, it’s important to understand the risk inherent
                            in
                            CFD trading and to capitalise on this knowledge.
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                        What Makes CFD
 Trading Risky?
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                        One of the compelling benefits of CFD trading is the ability
                            to
                            trade underlying assets at their face value without having to invest in the full value of
                            the
                            asset. This means CFDs are heavily leveraged to give traders enhanced returns. By using leverage and margin, you can open a
                            position
                            for a fraction of the asset’s value yet still be able to benefit from all the subsequent
                            moves
                            in the market. The margin requirements are strictly regulated by the CFD brokers.

                    

                    
                        However, this same leverage and margin increase risk. Both
                            can
                            cause significant losses when the market moves against you and if you have inadequate risk
                            management in place. A fractional downward movement can easily impinge on previous
                            successful
                            trades or even result in a negative balance. 

                    

                    
                        Consequently, if you’re going to increase your chances of
                            making
                            money in the market and minimise the risk, it’s vital to know the fundamentals of good CFD
                            trading. This includes understanding the qualities of a good CFD trader and the common
                            pitfalls
                            to avoid when trading whether you are a professional or day trading.
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                                What Makes a Good CFD Trader?

                        
                    

                    
                        As with all other investment types, there are some essentials that put you on the right track
                            to
                            finding success in the financial markets. 

                    

                    
                        
                            

                                1. Knowledge 

                            
                                1. Knowledge 

                        
                    

                    
                        In addition to the high risk, CFD trading is different from trading in other markets. Using
                            leverage with CFDs is a whole different playing field, price gaps exist and so do overnight
                            charges, spreads are bigger, and
                            margin
                            calls can be frequent. To potentially make any money from trading CFDs, knowledge is key.
                            You
                            need to know how to manoeuvre the complex CFD environment. 

                    

                    
                        It’s crucial to study the market before you start thinking about possibly making any money.
                            You
                            should also never stop learning. The CFD market is dynamic and if you want to build
                            consistent
                            success, you need to be aware of emerging strategies and techniques and be able to adapt to
                            the
                            changes.
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                                2. Planning and Strategising

                        
                    

                    
                        CFD trading requires a disciplined approach. You need to have a robust trading plan that is
                            updated regularly as you refine your skill and gain more experience. You must also have a
                            tried
                            and tested strategy that fits your trading style and risk appetite. Without a plan and
                            strategy,
                            you’re simply gambling and likely throwing away the potential to make any money. 

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
3.
                                Practice
                            

                            
                                3. Practice

                        
                    

                    
                        Part of being a disciplined trader with an edge is the ability to spend time practising
                            instead
                            of jumping straight into trading the many instrument choices available at your beck and
                            call.
                            Practising for months on a
                                    demo account can seem boring, but
                            during this essential time, you can develop a routine that will help you with
                            decision-making
                            and keeping your emotions in check when you start live trading. 

                    

                    
                        On its own, knowing what makes a good trader is insufficient to succeed with CFD trading.
                            It’s
                            equally important to know and understand the major pitfalls associated with the CFD market.
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                        As mentioned earlier, margin and leverage are double-edged. While they can amplify gains, you
                            can
                            easily lose your entire initial investment and more with these tools. 

                    

                    
                        Consider this example. If Google shares are trading at $1,000 a share, you will need $100,000
                            to
                            buy 100 shares. Let’s say you decide to buy the 100 CFD contracts with a 5% margin or 20:1
                            leverage, you only need $5,000 to open the position. If the price moves to $1,070 and you
                            decide
                            to close your position, you will gain $7,000 (100 shares x [$1,070 - $1,000]). For your
                            $5,000
                            investment, you will have made a profit of $2,000 or 40% more money. 

                    

                

                
                    
                        When buying a CFD contract, it means you believe that the price of the underlying asset will
                            increase. But what if the price goes down? Continuing with the example, if the stock value
                            went
                            down by $70, your loss of $7,000 would exceed your investment by $2,000, before factoring in
                            spreads and fees. In this
                            case, you would receive a margin call.

                    

                    
                        With CFD trading, you are at greater risk of margin calls compared to other forms of trading.
                            It’s important to use leverage and margin cautiously. Start small, learn from your initial
                            mistakes, and refine how you use margin and leverage as you gain more experience. 
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                        2. Ignoring Risk and Money
 Management

                
            

            
                
                    
                        Risk and money management rules are there to help you trade another day even after
                            experiencing
                            some losses. These rules will help you determine how to react to certain market movements
                            and
                            make the most of them. 

                    

                    
                        Successful trading is not so much about how many gains or losses you have, but about how you
                            manage to offset the losses with gains. Some top risk and money management rules to keep in
                            mind
                            include:

                    

                    	
                            Setting stop-loss and take-profit orders. Stop-loss orders enforce exit levels that help
                                you
                                minimise losses. Take-profit orders (limit orders) help you lock in your profits in case
                                the
                                market takes a sudden downturn. You should always have a reason for setting the order at
                                a
                                particular level and you shouldn’t fall into the trap of moving it. Discipline is vital
                                for
                                success.

                        



                        	
                            Deciding when to open and close a position. Before opening a position, you should decide
                                the
                                levels at which you will enter and exit the trade. There should be two exit levels, one
                                for
                                when the market moves in your favour (take-profit order) and when it moves against you
                                (stop-loss order). These levels should also link to your risk/reward strategy. 

                        



                        	
                            Knowing when to close a losing trade. Losses are inevitable in trading. What’s important
                                is
                                knowing when to let profits run and when to cut losses before they compound. It’s
                                important
                                to take emotion out of trading and rely on reason when it comes to getting out of losing
                                trades.
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                        An important aspect of risk and money management that sets apart disciplined traders who
                            succeed,
                            from those traders who trade on impulse and often lose out, is the ability to stick to the
                            rules.
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                Overtrading occurs when a trader
                    recognises opportunities on the market not because they are actually there but because they want the
                    opportunities to be there. There are two kinds of overtrading – trading too much and trading too
                    often.
                

            

            
                
                    	
                            Trading too much

                            This normally occurs when a trader over-leverages to maximise
                                potential
                                profits in the least amount of time. In most cases, the trader ends up maximising their
                                losses instead. 

                        


                

                
                    	
                            Trading too often

                            This occurs when a trader doesn’t want to miss out on anything and
                                they
                                open trades even when they shouldn’t. The trader fails to understand that trading
                                successfully is not about making too many trades, but about making the right ones. 

                        


                

            

            
                The key takeaway with overtrading is
                    to
                    always test any strategy in a risk-free trading environment. This way, you will practice knowing
                    when to
                    trade and how to use leverage correctly.
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                        CFD trading is about being organised as much as it’s about knowing and understanding the
                            intricate details of the market. Being organised mainly stems from having a strict trading
                            plan
                            that helps you minimise or eliminate randomness in your trading. Without a plan, it’s easy
                            to
                            wipe out your entire account before you even get to possibly making any money.

                    

                    
                        The plan you formulate must include the essentials such as:

                    

                    	
                            A clear outline of your long-term expectations, goals and targets, which must all be
                                realistic.

                        
	
                            A risk and money management plan.

                        
	
                            A sound trading strategy that has been backtested.

                        


                

                
                    
                        It’s also prudent to stay organised by keeping a trading journal. The journal should help you
                            keep a record of things like:

                    

                    	
                            The instruments you traded and why you chose to trade them, for example, did you use
                                fundamental or technical analysis?

                        
	
                            When you entered and exited the trade.

                        
	
                            Whether the trade was a profitable one.

                        
	
                            How you handled your emotions during a particularly difficult trade, for instance, in a
                                volatile market.

                        
	
                            The lessons you learnt from your overall trade management.

                        


                    
                        A key tip for giving yourself the best chance of succeeding in the markets is to stick to
                            what
                            you know and have the most experience with. Only move on to other areas when you have
                            sufficient
                            knowledge and practice in those new areas.
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                        5. Not Monitoring Your Trades

                
            

            
                The CFD market is intricate. Due to the low entry capital requirement, rapid price changes outside of
                    normal trading hours and market volatility can change a winning position and your account balance
                    very
                    quickly. Price gapping can render your stop-loss order void and a margin call can be imminent. It’s
                    important to continuously monitor your account. This way, you will be able to react and take action
                    when
                    necessary.
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                        6. Ignoring Diversification

                
            

            
                
                    
                        A leveraged investment, which is what you get with CFD trading, carries a high risk due to
                            market
                            swings. You should trade cautiously. One of the main ways to minimise risk is
                            diversification.
                            It’s important to diversify across various instruments and global markets.

                    

                

                
                    
                        This way, you will have a buffer in case of any major swings that may occur in the market
                            unexpectedly. For instance, when the 2008 financial crisis hit, the traders with diverse
                            portfolios were less hard-hit compared to those who had all their eggs in one basket.
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                        Once you have your trading plan in place and you know the
                            common
                            mistakes to look out for, it’s time to start trading. To get started, you need to choose the
                            right CFD provider or CFD broker. The quality of the broker you choose to trade CFDs with
                            can
                            help simplify the trading process and increase your chances of potentially profiting from
                            trading and it is important to ensure that a broker meets your trading expectations and
                            requirements when you open a CFD trading account. A CFD broker also has to match your
                            trading
                            style and provide you with the right tools and support.

                    

                

                
                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                    
                        Among other things, a broker should meet the following requirements:

                    

                    	
                            Regulation. Confirm that a broker is regulated to ensure that your investment is
                                protected.
                            

                        
	
                            Good fees and commissions. You want to go with a broker offering transparent pricing. You
                                should opt for good spreads and commission fees without sacrificing the quality of
                                trading.
                            

                        
	
                            The choice of trading platform
                                and trading tools. A
                                good
                                platform and trading tools will go a long way in improving the quality of your trades.
                            

                        
	
                            A good selection of financial instruments and trading terms. Select a broker offering
                                instruments and terms that suit you. For instance, if you want to trade stock CFDs
                                without
                                paying any additional fees you’ll want to avoid brokers who don’t offer stock CFDs and
                                those
                                who charge an extra fee to access them. 

                        
	
                            High-quality educational resources. Ongoing education is a prerequisite for succeeding in
                                trading. Find a broker with excellent educational resources.

                        
	
                            Exceptional customer support. A good broker is easily accessible when you need them not
                                only
                                when it suits them. One way to see how good a broker’s support is to read customer
                                reviews.
                            

                        


                

                
                    
                        Once you select a broker, you can open a demo account and start practising. It’s prudent to
                            make
                            your first deposit and start live trading only when you’re confident and you have a good
                            plan in
                            place.
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                        Is it Possible to Make Money
 with CFD Trading?

                
            

            
                The simple answer to this question is that yes, it’s possible to make money with CFD trading. The
                    long
                    and more realistic answer is that you first need to hone your trading skills and have a lot of
                    discipline, practice, and patience to do well in the market. Successful CFD trading is possible, you
                    just have to do it right.

            

            
                Click
                            here to open a Demo Account and Trade CFDs with FP Markets
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                DISCLAIMER: This material on this website is intended for illustrative purposes and general information only. 
                    It does not constitute financial advice nor does it take into account your investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. Commission, interest, platform fees, dividends, variation margin and other fees and charges may apply to financial products or services available from FP Markets. 
                    The information in this website has been prepared without taking into account your personal objectives, financial situation or needs. 
                    You should consider the information in light of your objectives, financial situation and needs before making any decision about whether to acquire or dispose of any financial product. Contracts for Difference (CFDs) are derivatives and can be risky; 
                    When trading CFDs you do not own or have any rights to the CFDs underlying assets.
                

                

                FP Markets recommends that you seek independent advice from an appropriately qualified person before deciding to invest in or dispose of a derivative. 
                    A Product Disclosure Statement for each of the financial products, as well as our TMD (Target Market Determination), are available from FP Markets and can be obtained either from this website or on request from our offices and should be considered before entering into transactions with us. 
                    FP Markets is a group of companies which include First Prudential Markets Pty Ltd (ABN 16 112 600 281, AFS Licence No. 286354), a company authorised and regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC), 
                    Registered Address: Level 5, 10 Bridge Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000, Australia and First Prudential Markets Ltd (registration number HE 372179), 
                    a company authorised and regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (CySEC Licence number 371/18, Registered Address: Griva Digeni, 109, Aigeo Court, 2nd floor, 3101, Limassol, Cyprus. 
                    FP Markets does not accept applications from U.S, Japan or New Zealand residents or residents from any other country or jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to those local laws or regulations.
                

                
                Winner of ‘Best Global Forex Value Broker’ at the Global Forex Awards 2019 & 2020 

                ** Data acquired from our server shows our EURUSD spread to be 0.0 pips on average 63.56% of the time from  01-12-2022 to 31-12-2022 (available for our RAW Spread trading accounts only).

                 ^ For MT4/5 only. Terms and conditions apply 

                * The median order execution time between the trade being received, processed and confirmed as executed by us is 29 milliseconds. As observed from our bridge provider between  01-12-2022 to 31-12-2022. FP Markets was rated by Investment Trends as the Best for Quality of Trade Execution 2019  

                 ** Terms and conditions apply. 
   
                ^^ Sat & Sun 08:00am to 16:00pm (GMT+2) 
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                Thank you for visiting FP Markets

            

            
                The website www.fpmarkets.com is operated by First Prudential Markets PTY Ltd an entity that is not established in the EU or regulated by an EU National Competent Authority. The entity falls outside the EU regulatory framework i.e. MiFID II and there is no provision for an Investor Compensation Scheme. Read T & Cs

                Please confirm, that the decision was made independently at your own exclusive initiative and that no solicitation or recommendation has been made by FP Markets or any other entity within the group.
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